In this paper, we describe Hydra, an ensemble of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for geospatial land classification. The idea behind Hydra is to create an initial CNN that is coarsely optimized but provides a good starting pointing for further optimization, which will serve as the Hydra's body. Then, the obtained weights are fine-tuned multiple times with different augmentation techniques, crop styles, and classes weights to form an ensemble of CNNs that represent the Hydra's heads. By doing so, we prompt convergence to different endpoints, which is a desirable aspect for ensembles. With this framework, we were able to reduce the training time while maintaining the classification performance of the ensemble. We created ensembles for our experiments using two state-of-the-art CNN architectures, residual network (ResNet), and dense convolutional networks (DenseNet). We have demonstrated the application of our Hydra framework in two data sets, functional map of world (FMOW) and NWPU-RESISC45, achieving results comparable to the stateof-the-art for the former and the best-reported performance so far for the latter. Code and CNN models are available at https://github.com/maups/hydra-fmow. Convolutional neural network (CNN) , ensemble learning, functional map of world (FMOW), geospatial land classification, online data augmentation, remote sensing image classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
L AND use is a critical piece of information for a wide range of applications, from humanitarian to military purposes. For this reason, automatic land use classification from satellite images has been drawing increasing attention from academia, industry, and government agencies [1] . This research problem consists in classifying a target location in a satellite image as one of the classes of interest or as none of them. It is also common to have metadata associated with Fig. 1 . Typical data associated with aerial images for land use classification. It provides spatial, temporal, spectral, and metadata information together with the annotation of target locations (example taken from the FMOW data set [1] ). these images. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical input data used for land use classification.
There are many factors that make the land classification problem very challenging. 1) Clutter: Satellite images cover a large piece of land and may include a variety of elements (e.g., objects, buildings, and vegetation), making it hard to classify a target place. 2) Viewpoint: Aerial images can be acquired from different angles depending on the satellite location, which could considerably change the appearance of the imaged content. 3) Occlusion: Some parts of a target place may not be visible in aerial images due to viewpoint variations, cloud cover or shadows. 4) Time: Variations over time affect the appearance in different ways. Short-term temporal variations include 0196-2892 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. illumination changes and movable objects, such as vehicles and temporary facilities, while long-term variations consist of major topographic changes caused by construction, weather, etc. 5) Scale: There is a huge variation in size between different target types (e.g., airport vs. swimming pool), and sometimes, even between multiple instances of the same target type (e.g., a parking lot), which is not easy to process with a single approach. 6) Functionality: Sometimes, targets with similar appearance may have completely different functions. For instance, a similar building structure could be used as an office, a police station, or an educational facility. The state-of-the-art methods tackle these difficulties by training a single convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier over a large data set of satellite images seeking to learn a generalizable model [1] - [4] , which were shown to outperform earlier works based on handcrafted features. Even though it is well known that ensembles of classifiers improve the performance of their individual counterparts [5] , this solution was not exploited by these works, probably due to its high training cost for large data sets. However, ensembles tackle one of the most common problems in multiclass classification, which is the existence of several critical points in the search space (saddle points and plateaus) that prioritize some classes over others and the eventual absence of a global minimum within the classifier search space. An ensemble ends up expanding this space by combining multiple classifiers that converged to different endpoints and reaches a better global approximation.
As our main contribution, we present a faster way of creating ensembles of CNNs for land use classification in satellite images, which we called Hydra for its similarity in shape to the namesake mythical creature (see Fig. 2 ). The idea behind Hydra is to create an initial CNN that is coarsely optimized but provides a good starting pointing for further optimization, which will serve as the Hydra's body. Then, the obtained weights are fine-tuned multiple times to form an ensemble of CNNs that represent the Hydra's heads. We take certain precautions to avoid affecting the diversity of the classifiers, which is a key factor in ensemble performance. By doing so, we were able to cut the training time approximately by half while maintaining the classification performance of the ensemble. Fig. 2 illustrates this process, in which a black line represents the optimization of the body and the red lines represent the heads reaching different endpoints. To stimulate convergence to different endpoints during training and, thus, preserve diversity, we exploit different strategies, such as online data augmentation, variations in the size of the target region, and changing the image spectra.
II. RELATED WORK
There is an extensive literature on algorithms for geospatial land image processing-often called remote sensing image processing. This broad and active field of research has many branches, such as semantic segmentation [6] , [7] , target localization [8] , and region classification [2] , [3] , [9] - [11] . In the domain of this paper, there are different publicly available data sets for land use/land cover classification that can be used as performance benchmarks. Initial data sets used in the literature, such as UC Merced Land Use data set [12] (UC Merced, 21 classes, 2100 images), WHU-RS19 [13] (19 classes, 950 images), Brazilian Coffe Scenes [2] (BCS, 2 classes, 2876 images), and Aerial Image Data set [14] (AID, 30 classes, 10 000 images), had a few images and do not necessarily represent a challenging task (i.e., reported results reach a nearly perfect score). Recently, two large data sets were created which yield a much harder classification problem: the functional map of the world [1] (FMOW, 63 classes, 470 086 images) and the NWPU-RESISC45 [4] (45 classes, 31 500 images) data sets.
Given the results obtained so far for the aforementioned data sets, there is no doubt that deep CNNs are becoming more and more popular for land use classification. Nogueira et al. [2] compared different state-of-the-art CNN architectures, such as AlexNet [15] , GoogleNet [16] , and VGG [17] , and evaluated different training setups, such as using ImageNet weights as starting point and support vector machines (SVM) for classification. They reported results for UC Merced, WHU-RS19 and BCS data sets, which were very successful when compared to many other approaches based on handcrafted features. Chaib et al. [3] improved regular VGG networks [17] by fusing the output of the last two fully connected layers. The work was validated using UC Merced, WHU-RS19, and AID. We also have CNN-based results reported by Christie et al. [1] and Cheng et al. [4] for the FMOW and NWPU-RESISC45 data sets, respectively, as later shown in Section IV. Thus, CNN classifiers were definitely the best choice for our Hydra framework.
Other interesting works based on CNNs seek to extract a semantic segmentation from remote sensing images (i.e., classification at the pixel level). This task is more challenging than region classification and suffers from the absence of large data sets. Xu et al. [6] combined hyperspectral images with terrain elevation acquired by a light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensor by using a two-branch CNN, one for each imaging modality. Each branch receives a small image patch around a pixel of its respective modality and extracts discriminative features from it. These features are then concatenated and classified to define the label of this specific pixel. Tao et al. [18] improved this idea by using Deconvolutional Neural Networks [19] -an approximation of the inverse of a CNN-to design an encoder-decoder architecture that receives a large satellite image patch as input and outputs a label for all its pixels at once. They also train part of their network in an unsupervised manner to ease the lack of labeled training data. Although we do not conduct any experiments on the semantic segmentation task, we believe it could also benefit from the Hydra framework proposed in this paper.
III. HYDRA FRAMEWORK
Ensembles of learning algorithms have been effectively used to improve the classification performance in many computer vision problems [17] , [20] , [21] . The reasons for that, as pointed out by Dietterich [5] are: 1) the training phase does not provide sufficient data to build a single best classifier; 2) the optimization algorithm fails to converge to the global minimum, but an ensemble using distinct starting points could better approximate the optimal result; and 3) the space being searched may not contain the optimal global minimum, but an ensemble may expand this space for a better approximation.
Formally, a supervised machine learning algorithm receives a list of training samples {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x m , y m )} drawn from some unknown function y = f (x)-where x is the feature vector and y the class-and searches for a function h through a space of functions H, also known as hypotheses, that best matches y. As described by Dietterich [5] , an ensemble of learning algorithms build a set of hypotheses {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k } ∈ H with respective weights {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k }, and then provides a classification decisionȳ through hypotheses fusion. Different fusion approaches may be exploited, such as weighted sumȳ = k i=1 w i h i (x), majority voting, and so on.
Hydra is a framework to create ensembles of CNNs. As pointed out by Sharkey [22] , a neural network ensemble can be built by varying the initial weights, varying the network architecture, and varying the training set. Varying the initial weights, however, requires a full optimization for each starting point and thus consumes too many computational resources. For the same reason, varying the network architecture demands caution when it is not possible to share learned information between different architectures. Unlike previous possibilities, varying the training set can be done in any point of the optimization process for one or multiple network architectures, and, depending on how it is done, it may not impact the final training cost.
Our framework uses two state-of-the-art CNN architectures, residual networks (ResNet) [23] and dense convolutional networks (DenseNet) [24] , as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. They were chosen after experimenting with them and other architectures: VGG-16 [17] , VGG-19 [17] , Inception V3 [25] , and Xception [26] . Different reasons contribute into making ResNet and DenseNet the best combination of architectures: 1) they outperform any other evaluated architecture and other architectures previously mentioned in Section II (see Table V) ; 2) they have a reasonable level of complementarity; and 3) they achieve similar classification results individually. The training process depicted in Fig. 3 consists in first creating the body of the Hydra by coarsely optimizing the chosen architectures using weights pretrained on IMAGENET [27] as a starting point. Then, the obtained weights serve as a starting point for several copies of these CNNs, which are further optimized to form the heads of the Hydra. During testing, an image is fed to all Hydra's heads and their outputs are fused to generate a single decision, as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
A key point on ensemble learning, as observed by Krogh and Vedelsby [28] and Chandra et al. [29] , is that the hypotheses should be as accurate and as diverse as possible. In Hydra, such properties were prompted by applying different geometric transformations over the training samples, like zoom, shift, reflection, and rotations. More details regarding the proposed framework are presented in Sections III-A-III-C.
A. CNN Architectures
Both CNN architectures used in this paper, ResNet (ResNet-50) [23] and DenseNet (DenseNet-161) [24] , were chosen for achieving the state-of-the-art results in different classification problems while being complementary to each other. Let F (·) a nonlinear transformation-a composite function of convolution, relu, pooling, batch normalization, and so on-for layer . As described by He et al. [23] , a ResNet unit can be defined as
where x −1 and x are the input and output of layer , and x 0 is the input image. ResNets are built by stacking several of these units, creating bypasses for gradients that improve the back-propagation optimization in very deep networks.
As a consequence, ResNets may end up generating redundant layers. As a different solution to improve the flow of gradients in deep networks, Huang et al. [24] proposed to connect each layer to all preceding layers, which was named a DenseNet unit
where [x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x −1 ] is the concatenation of the previous layer outputs. DenseNets also stack several units, but they use transition layers to limit the number of connections. In the end, DenseNets have less parameters than ResNets and compensate this facts through feature reuse. This difference in behavior may be one of the causes for their complementarity. We initialize both DenseNet and ResNet with weights from ImageNet [27] . For each of them, the last fully connected layer (i.e., the classification layer) is replaced by three hidden layers with 4096 neurons and a new classification layer, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The extension in these architectures is necessary to take image metadata into account. A vector of metadata that is useful for classification (e.g., ground sample distance and sun angle) is concatenated to the input of the first hidden layer so that subsequent layers learn the best way to combine metadata and visual features.
B. On-Line Data Augmentation
The process of artificially augmenting the image samples in machine learning by using class-preserving transformations is meant to reduce the overfitting in imbalanced classification problems or to improve the generalization ability in the absence of enough data [15] , [16] , [30] - [32] . The breakthroughs achieved by many state-of-the-art algorithms that benefit from data augmentation lead many authors [33] - [36] to study the effectiveness of this technique.
Different techniques can be considered, such as geometric (e.g., reflection, scaling, warping, rotation, and translation) and photometric (e.g., brightness and saturation enhancements, noise perturbation, edge enhancement, and color palette changing) transformations. However, as pointed out by Ratner et al. [37] , selecting transformations and tuning their parameters can be a tricky and time-consuming task. A careless augmentation may produce unrealistic or meaningless images that will negatively affect the performance.
The process of data augmentation can be conducted off-line, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this case, the training images undergo geometric and/or photometric transformations before the training. Although this approach avoids repeating the same transformation several times, it also considerably increases the size of the training set. For instance, if we only consider basic rotations (90 • , 180 • , and 270 • ) and reflections, the FMOW training set would have more than 2.8 million samples. This would not only increase the amount of required storage space, but the time consumed by a training epoch as well.
In our framework, we apply an online augmentation, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . To this end, different random transformations were applied to the training samples every epoch. This way, the number of transformations seen during training increase with the number of epochs. In addition, different heads of the Hydra experience different versions of the training set and hardly converge to the same endpoint.
Online data augmentations were carried out by the Image-DataGenerator function from Keras. 1 We used random flips in vertical and horizontal directions, random zooming and random shifts over different image crops. We did not use any photometric distortion to avoid creating meaningless training samples.
C. Fusion and Decision
To discover the most appropriate label for an input region according to the models created by Hydra, we have to combine the results from all heads. Each head produces a score vector that indicates how well this region matches each class. If a region shows up in more than one image, it will have multiple score vectors per head. In this case, these vectors are summed to form a single vector of scores per head for a region. After that, each head votes for the class with the highest score within its score vector for that region. Finally, a majority voting is used to select the final label. However, if the number of votes is below or equal to half the number of heads, the region is considered a false detection.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. FMOW Data Set
The main goal of the FMOW challenge was to encourage researchers and machine learning experts to design automatic classification solutions for land use interpretation in satellite images. The competition was hosted by TopCoder, 2 where participants had one submission every 3 h to keep track of their ongoing performance. The details regarding data set, scoring, and restrictions are given in Sections IV-A1-IV-A3, respectively. Training details for FMOW are presented in Section IV-A5 and our results in Section IV-A6.
1) Data Set: The FMOW data set, as detailed by Christie et al. [1] , contains almost half of a million images split into training, evaluation and testing subsets, as presented in Table I . It was publicly released 3 in two image formats: [38] and multispectral images were available, although the latter one varies with the format. While TIFF images provided the original 4/8-band multi-spectral information, the color space was compressed in JPG images to fit their 3-channel limitation.
Pan-sharpened image dimensions range from 293 × 230 to 16184 × 16288 pixels, and multispectral from 74 × 58 to 4051×4077. Each image has one or more annotated boxes that correspond to regions of interest. Some of these regions may appear in several images taken in different time periods, adding a temporal element to the problem, as shown in Fig. 8(a) -(c). Traditional problems arising from that include, but are not limited to, variations in shadows, satellite viewpoint, and weather conditions. Fig. 8(c) illustrates other recurrent problems in the FMOW data set: inaccurate annotations and large variations in region size.
Each region represents one of the 62 classes or a false detection. All classes considered in the FMOW challenge are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Those classes have an unbalanced distribution, as shown in Fig. 10 . Images in the training subset contain a single region that is never a false detection. The evaluation subset has images with one or two regions, with at least one not being a false detection. Testing images may have several regions but their labels are unknown. From 53 473 images in the test subset, 82.60% have a single region, 4.96% have two regions, 5.66% have three regions, and 6.78% have four regions or more, with a maximum number of fourteen regions per image.
2) Scoring: Submissions consisted of a list with one label prediction-among the m possible classes (m = 63, i.e., 62 land use classes plus false detection)-for each distinct region in the test set. When the same region appeared in several images (temporal views), like the ones shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), the competitors were asked to merge all these information into a single label outcome. The quantitative criteria used by the FMOW challenge to rank its competitors was a weighted average of the F-measure [39] for each class.
Let P = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n be the predicted labels provided by a competitor and G = g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n the ground-truth labels for n distinct test regions. From P and G, one can derive a confusion matrix C where C i,i is the number of correct classifications for the i th class, and C i, j the number of images from the i th class that were mistakenly classified as the j th class. With these values, we compute the precision P i and recall R i scores for the i th class as follows:
are, respectively, the number of true positives, false positives, and false negatives for the i th class. The F-measure for each class is then computed as the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
The final scoreF is the weighted sum of the F-measure for all classesF
where w i is the weight of i th class. The weights for each class are shown in Fig. 9 . It is worth noting that the weight for false detections is 0, but it does not mean it will not affectF. If a region is misclassified as a false detection, its class will have an additional false negative. If a false detection is misclassified as another class, one more false positive will be taken into account.
3) Hardware and Time Restrictions: The competition ran from September 21, 2017 to December 31, 2017. The provisional standings were used to select the top ten competitors as finalists. For the final round, competitors were asked to provide a dockerized version 4 of their solutions, and the final standings were determined based on the results for a separate sequestered data set (i.e., none of the competitors had access to these images). The dockerized solution had to cope with the following limitations.
1) All models required by the solution should be generated during training using raw data only (i.e., preprocessed data was not allowed) within 7 days. [24] ) to a preprocessed vector of metadata (mean subtraction) and fed this to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers. A softmax loss is then used by the Adam optimizer [40] during training. They used both training and validation subsets for training, and no augmentation was performed. More details can be found in the work of Christie et al. [1] . The classifiers employed in our Hydra framework are variations of this baseline code.
5) FMOW Training Details:
Each model is trained using the Adam optimization algorithm [40] and softmax cross entropy. A 50% dropout rate is used in the last three hidden layers (see Fig. 5 ). The body of the Hydra is optimized with a learning rate of 10 −4 for six epochs. The obtained weights are then used to initialize the heads of the Hydra, which are trained for five more epochs using progressive drops in the learning rate as follows: a learning rate of 10 −4 is used for the first epoch, 10 −5 for the following three epochs, and 10 −6 for the last epoch.
During training for the FMOW data set, we added different class weights to the loss function for different heads seeking to enhance the complementarity between them. Four different Fig. 9 . List of classes of the FMOW challenge. An image example, a label, and an associated weight are presented for each class. The least challenging classes have a lower weight (0.6), while the most difficult ones have a higher weight (1.4). These weights impact the final classification score. weighting schemes were used: unweighted classes, FMOW class weights as presented in Fig. 9 (false detection weight was set to 1), a frequency-based weighting using the balanced heuristic [41] , and a manual adjustment of the latter.
For data augmentation, three image crop styles were considered, as illustrated in Fig. 11 : the original bounding box that was provided as metadata [ Fig. 11(a) ], and an expanded bounding box extracted from both JPG pan-sharpened images [ Fig. 11(b) ], and JPG multispectral images [ Fig. 11(c) ]. As multispectral images have low resolution, we discarded samples with less than 96 pixels of width or height. Table II presents the configuration of each head in terms of network architecture, augmentation technique and class weighting, which was empirically defined after observing the performance of several combinations. 6) Results: In this section, we report and compare the Hydra performance in the FMOW data set. In this experiment, we use the entire training subset and false detections of the evaluation subset for training, and the remaining images of the evaluation subset for performance computation.
The confusion matrix for the best ensemble is presented in Fig. 12 . The hardest classes for Hydra were: shipyard (mainly confused with port), hospital (confused with educational institution), multiunit residential (confused with single-unit residential), police station (confused with educational institution), and office building (confused with fire station, police station, etc). We also had high confusion between nuclear power plant and port, between prison and However, these are natural mistakes that could easily be repeated by human experts. Most of these classes look alike in aerial images (e.g., shipyard and port) or have similar features that can trick an automatic classifier (e.g., both stadium and recreational facility have a sports court). In Fig. 13 , we show examples of mislabeled regions that cannot be easily identified, even by a human.
We then re-ran the training process using all images from the training and evaluation subsets. The TopCoder submission system was used to obtain theF-measure (3) for the testing subset, as it has no ground truth available so far. The obtained F-measure is shown in Table III along with results reported Fig. 12 . Confusion matrix for the Hydra ensemble after 11 training epochs (Fig. 14) . Each row represents the ground truth label, while the column shows the label obtained by the Hydra. Large values outside of the main diagonal indicate that the corresponding classes are hard to be discriminated. by Christie et al. [1] and the results for our best individual classifiers. As previously reported by Christie et al. [1] , using metadata for classification purposes is better than just using the image information. In Table III , we show that online data augmentation has also a big impact, increasing the accuracy of their respective versions without augmentation in more than 2%. However, our ensemble can improve the performance even more, with a gap of at least 3% to all individual classifiers.
With this performance, we managed to finish the competition among the top ten competitors in the provisional scoreboard (5th place). We then submitted a dockerized version of Hydra, which was evaluated by the FMOW organizers using a sequestered data set. As we show in Table IV , the Hydra ensemble was very stable, with nearly the same performance in the testing subset and sequestered data set. Thanks to this, our final ranking was third place, with accuracy 1% lower than the best result achieved by another competitor.
To visualize the benefits of using the Hydra framework, we compare it to a standard ensemble that trains all its classifiers from the starting point (ImageNet weights) using the same configuration described in Table II . The ensemble accuracy over the epochs for this experiment is shown in Fig. 14 together with the accuracy for each classifier. As can be observed, the body of the Hydra provides a good starting point for its heads, which have slightly different accuracy at the end of the training process, very similar to what happens in a standard ensemble. When the heads are combined, the obtained accuracy is considerably higher than the accuracy of the best performing head. The same effect is observed when all classifiers are fused in the standard ensemble, and there is no significant difference in terms of accuracy between Hydra and a standard ensemble.
In terms of computational resources consumption, Hydra has some disadvantages when compared to individual classifiers. If N heads are used, its training and inference costs tend to be N/2 and N times more expensive, respectively. However, its accuracy is considerably higher. On the other hand, when compared to the standard ensemble technique with the same number of classifiers and similar accuracy, Hydra's training is approximately two times faster because half of the epochs are carried out for the Hydra's body only. Overall, the Hydra framework was a good fit for the FMOW restrictions described in Section IV-A3. The time limit for testing was large enough to allow using many classifiers, making the time to train them the main concern. Without Hydra, we would only be able to train half the amount of classifiers, which, according to our experiments, would decrease the results in 1%. Thus, Hydra succeeded in increasing the number of classifiers for inference without losing their complementarity. As a consequence, we finished the competition among the top competitors.
B. NWPU-RESISC45 Data Set
We also report the Hydra performance in the NWPU-RESISC45 data set, which was recently compiled by Cheng et al. [4] . This data set has 45 classes, with 700 images per class, each one with a resolution of 256×256 pixels, totaling 31 500 images. The intersection of classes between FMOW and NWPU-RESISC45 is reasonable, with some land uses being overcategorized in NWPU-RESISC45 (e.g., basketball court, baseball diamond, and tennis court are all labeled as recreational facility in the FMOW data set) and some classes not representing land use, such as objects (e.g., airplane and [4] ship) and vegetation (e.g., desert, forest, and wetland). This data set does not provide satellite metadata. We followed the experimental setup proposed by Cheng et al. [4] and randomly chose 10% or 20% of the samples in each class for training. The remaining samples were used for testing. We repeated this experiment five times for each configuration and reported the average accuracy and standard deviation. As can be shown in Table V , Cheng et al. [4] compared six classifiers based on handcrafted features and three different CNN architectures.
In their experiments, the best performance was achieved by a VGG16 network [17] that was trained using ImageNet weights as a starting point.
The configuration of the Hydra was slightly different in this experiment. We used 4 DenseNets and 4 ResNets, which were trained for 16 epochs (8 for the body and 8 for the heads). Each head for each architecture has a different augmentation: 1) no augmentation; 2) random vertical and horizontal flips; 3) random zooming; and 4) random shifts. The accuracy results for the NWPU-RESISC45 data set are shown in Table V . As NWPU-RESISC45 is less challenging than FMOW, the results are higher and the improvements are lower. The online data augmentation increased ResNet and DenseNet accuracies in about 1.0% and 1.6%, respectively. Individual classifiers for both architectures outperformed all previous results reported by Cheng et al. [4] , and the Hydra ensemble was able to achieve the highest accuracy. The improvement on accuracy, however, was slightly greater than 1% when compared to individual CNNs. It is worth noting that we outperformed the best accuracy results reported by Cheng et al. [4] by more than 4%.
V. CONCLUSION
Automatic and robust classification of aerial scenes is critical for decision-making by governments and intelligence/ military agencies in order to support fast disaster response. This research problem, although extensively addressed by many authors, is far from being solved, as evidenced by the final results of the FMOW challenge.
The main contribution of this paper was the development of a framework that automatically creates ensembles of CNNs to perform land use classification in satellite images, which is most indicated when the training time is limited. We called this framework Hydra due to its training procedure: the Hydra's body is a CNN that is coarsely optimized and then finetuned multiple times to form the Hydra's heads. The resulting ensemble achieved the state-of-the-art performance for the NWPU-RESISC45 and the third best performance in the FMOW challenge. Given that there were more than 50 active participants, including teams and individuals from academia and industry, and most of them probably were experimenting different CNN-based ensemble setups, we believe that Hydra is well aligned with the most recent state-of-the-art developments.
